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ABSTRACT

The majority of the models that participated in the Coupled Model Intercom-

parison Project Phase 5 global warming experiments warm faster in the east-

ern equatorial Pacific Ocean than in the west. GFDL-ESM2M is an exception

among the state-of-the-art global climate models in that the equatorial Pacific

sea surface temperature (SST) in the west warms faster than in the east, and

the Walker circulation strengthens in response to warming. This study shows

that this “La Niña-like” trend simulated by GFDL-ESM2M could be a physi-

cally consistent response to warming, and that the forced response could have

been detectable since the late 20th Century. Two additional models are exam-

ined: GFDL-ESM2G, which differs from GFDL-ESM2M only in the oceanic

components, warms without a clear zonal SST gradient; HadGEM2-CC ex-

hibits a warming pattern that resembles the multi-model mean. A fundamental

observed constraint between the amplitude of the El Niño Southern Oscilla-

tion (ENSO) and the mean-state zonal SST gradient is reproduced well by

GFDL-ESM2M, but not by the other two models, which display substantially

weaker ENSO nonlinearity than is observed. Under this constraint, the weak-

ening nonlinear ENSO amplitude in GFDL-ESM2M rectifies the mean state

to be La Niña-like. GFDL-ESM2M exhibits more realistic equatorial thermal

stratification than GFDL-ESM2G, which appears to be the most important

difference for the ENSO nonlinearity. On longer time scales, the weaker po-

lar amplification in GFDL-ESM2M may also explain the origin of the colder

equatorial upwelling water, which could in turn weaken the ENSO amplitude.
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1. Introduction30

The tropical Pacific Ocean has profound impacts on the global climate system, and the response31

of this region to anthropogenic greenhouse gas forcing has been a controversial research topic32

since the late 20th century (e.g., Knutson and Manabe 1995; Cane et al. 1997; Collins et al. 2005;33

DiNezio et al. 2009; Collins et al. 2010; Xie et al. 2010). The recent multi-decadal trends of34

the zonal sea surface temperature (SST) gradient along the equator and its projection under global35

warming have received particular attention because of its potential impacts on both the tropical and36

extratropical weather and climate (e.g., Christensen et al. 2013). The projected influence in relation37

to the SST warming pattern is not limited to the mean-state land temperature and precipitation38

changes, but also extends to many other climatological elements, such as frequency of tropical39

cyclone genesis (e.g., Yokoi and Takayabu 2009; Murakami et al. 2012) and Antarctic sea ice40

trends (e.g., Kohyama and Hartmann 2016).41

In this study, we hereafter call a warming pattern “El Niño-like” (“La Niña-like”) when the east42

(west) equatorial Pacific warms faster than the west (east) equatorial Pacific. Many studies inten-43

tionally avoid these terms, which are associated with the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO),44

because “a reduction in the strength of the equatorial Pacific trade winds is not necessarily accom-45

panied by a reduction in the magnitude of the east-west gradient of SST” as explained by Collins46

et al. (2010). Other studies, however, continue to use ENSO terminology to characterize the struc-47

ture of global change (e.g., Held et al. 2010; An et al. 2012) presumably because no other simple,48

lucid way to describe them has been proposed. We have decided to follow the latter, but we shall49

use these terms carefully in the sense that ENSO is an interannual climate mode that modulates50

anomalies from the mean state, and that it is not necessarily controlled by the factors that control51

changes in the mean state under greenhouse warming.52
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The majority of the models that participated in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project53

Phase 3 (CMIP3) and Phase 5 (CMIP5) exhibit El Niño-like SST trends, and therefore, the multi-54

model mean SST trend pattern is also El Niño-like (e.g., Collins et al. 2010; Huang and Ying 2015;55

Ying et al. 2016; Zheng et al. 2016). This SST trend pattern has been believed to be associated56

with the weakening Walker circulation as explained by Held and Soden (2006) and Vecchi and57

Soden (2007) from the perspective of the global hydrological cycle. In agreement with this, some58

studies reported that the observed sea-level pressure gradient along the equatorial Pacific reduced59

during the past century (e.g., Vecchi et al. 2006; Zhang and Song 2006; Tokinaga et al. 2012a).60

Some observational SST datasets support this viewpoint (Fig. 1a, right), though previous studies61

suggest that the long-term SST trend in the datasets might be sensitive to the time period chosen62

for analysis (e.g., Meng et al. 2012).63

On the contrary, other observational SST datasets suggest that the zonal SST gradient along the64

equator has increased during the past century (Fig. 1a, left). Some studies based on observed65

sea-level pressure trends (e.g., L’Heureux et al. 2013) and paleoproxies (e.g., An et al. 2012)66

support this evidence as well. The observational uncertainty of the SST and sea-level pressure67

trends mostly comes from limited data sampling, changing measurement techniques, and different68

analysis procedures (Christensen et al. 2013). Though we have better datasets based on satellite69

observations for the late historical period (1979-2005) that also show a clear La Niña-like trend70

(Fig 1b, upper left), we cannot determine, based on the short time span, whether the trend is purely71

unforced natural multi-decadal variability or partly a forced response to anthropogenic climate72

change. Some model-based studies convincingly show that the fast response to global warming73

should be La Niña-like and the slow response should be El Niño-like (Held et al. 2010; An et al.74

2012; Xiang et al. 2014), but this hypothesis has been difficult to test using observations.75
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The scientific question we address in this paper is whether a reasonable explanation can be given76

to support the notion that the forced response of the mean-state equatorial Pacific to greenhouse77

warming may actually be La Niña-like. Some earlier studies at the end of the last century showed78

that the global warming trend should be associated with a La Niña-like SST trend because of a so-79

called “Ocean Dynamical Thermostat” mechanism (Clement et al. 1996; Cane et al. 1997). This80

mechanism, however, was simulated by the Cane-Zebiak model (Zebiak and Cane 1987), which81

assumes that the temperature of the climatological upwelling water in the eastern equatorial Pacific82

remains fixed as a boundary condition under global warming. This assumption is now thought to83

be problematic, and after this, La Niña-like SST trends associated with global warming has been84

largely unexplored using state-of-the-art global climate models (GCM) or Earth system models85

(ESM). This question is still interesting in the sense that, if the warming response is La Niña-like,86

the recent robust Pacific SST trend during the late historical period (Fig. 1b, upper left) could be87

understood partly as a forced response rather than purely as multi-decadal variability.88

In this regard, an interesting member of the CMIP5 model ensemble is the GFDL-ESM2M89

model (hereafter “M model”) in that it produces a well-defined La Niña-like response under his-90

torical forcing (Fig. 1b, upper right), the representative concentration pathways (RCP) 6.0 and91

8.5 global warming scenarios, and the 1-percent-per-year increase of carbon dioxide (1pctCO2)92

runs (Fig. 1c). Many studies have shown that the ENSO representation of the M model is rea-93

sonable (e.g., Bellenger et al. 2014). The Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) also94

developed the GFDL-ESM2G model (hereafter “G model”), which differs from the M model only95

in its oceanic components (Dunne et al. 2012, 2013), and this model does not exhibit a clear La96

Niña-like response (Fig. 1b and 1c-2). Therefore, we hope to identify some important oceanic97

roles that determine whether the forced response simulated by these models will be El Niño-like98

or La Niña-like.99
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In this study, our main focus is to compare the M and G models, and also the HadGEM2-100

CC model (hereafter “Had model”) that exhibits similar SST trends to the multi-model mean101

El Niño-like pattern (Fig. 1c-2), to shed light on the possibility of a La Niña-like mean-state102

warming. Because the late historical period is only about three-decades long, the similarity of103

the SST trends between the observations and the M model could be exaggerated by multi-decadal104

natural variability. Nevertheless, the subtle but detectable resemblance of the SST warming pattern105

between the historical period (Fig. 1b) and the global warming projections (Fig. 1c) in each of106

these three models motivates us to hypothesize that the observed SST trend could have already107

started being forced by global warming during the late historical period. This view may appear108

to be provocative in the sense that the recent La Niña-like trend has widely been believed to be109

illustrating the effect of pure natural variability (e.g., Christensen et al. 2013), because of the El110

Niño-like warming pattern in the majority of the CMIP5 models. It is a hard task to determine111

whether the M model captures the real world better than other models, but even if its response to112

warming turns out to be unrealistic, investigating model differences should help us understand the113

climate system better.114

This article is organized as follows. The data used in this study are described in the next sec-115

tion. In section 3, we describe the time evolution of the zonal SST gradient simulated by the three116

models and associated atmospheric changes to confirm the importance of the differences. Then,117

in section 4, we show a difference in capability of the models to simulate a fundamental observed118

constraint between the zonal SST gradient and the ENSO amplitude in relation to the ENSO non-119

linearity. Moreover, by comparing the control, historical, and global warming experiments, we120

show that the La Niña-like response of the M model is very likely to be forced by global warming.121

In section 5, we discuss some possible mechanisms whereby the different SST warming responses122
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might be caused by differences of climatology and warming responses in the oceanic interior.123

Summary and concluding remarks are given in section 6.124

2. Data and Methods125

The observed monthly SST data used in this study are from the Hadley Centre Sea Ice126

and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) (Rayner et al. 2003) available online at http://127

www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/hadisst/index.html and the National Oceanic and Atmo-128

spheric Administration (NOAA) Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature V3b (ERSST129

V3b) (Smith et al. 2008) available online at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/130

data.noaa.ersst.html for the time span from 1870 through 2015. The horizontal resolution is 1131

degree for HadISST, and 2 degrees for ERSST V3b in both zonal and meridional direction. For the132

late historical period (1979-2005), we also use the monthly European Centre for Medium-Range133

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA Interim Reanalysis data (Dee et al. 2011) available online134

at http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-moda/levtype=sfc/ for SST135

(Fig. 1b), zonal wind and vertical motion (Fig. 3a) with 3-degree spatial resolution. The starting136

year of the late historical period (i.e., 1979) is chosen to match the starting year of the ERA-Interim137

dataset. On the other hand, the ending year of the late historical period (i.e., 2005) is constrained138

by the CMIP5 experimental design, but the results shown in observations are qualitatively similar139

even if we extend the time span to be 1979-2015.140

The model output of the surface temperature, zonal wind, atmospheric vertical motion, pre-141

cipitation, oceanic meridional and vertical mass transport, and oceanic potential temperature and142

density are from the CMIP5 data (Taylor et al. 2012) available at the websites of GFDL Data143

Portal (http://nomads.gfdl.noaa.gov:8080/DataPortal/cmip5.jsp) and Program for Cli-144

mate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison (https://pcmdi.llnl.gov/projects/cmip5/).145
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The experiments considered in this study are the first ensemble member of the preindustrial con-146

trol (piControl), abrupt quadrupling of CO2 (Abrupt4xCO2), historical, RCP 6.0 and 8.5, and147

1pctCO2 runs. At each depth (vertical resolution is 10 m), the oceanic variables are regridded via148

linear interpolation onto a 2.5◦ longitude by 2◦ latitude grid. In addition, we also refer to SST from149

4,000 year-long pre-industrial control run of GFDL CM2.1 (Delworth et al. 2006; Wittenberg et al.150

2006).151

We have also used the RCP Concentration Calculations and Data (Meinshausen et al. 2011)152

available online at http://www.pik-potsdam.de/~mmalte/rcps/ to make Fig. 9. The time153

series used in this study is the RCP 8.5 anthropogenic forcing from 1860 through 2100. Then, to154

make Fig. 10 (a), ocean potential temperature data from reanalysis are obtained from the National155

Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Ocean Data Assimilation System (GO-156

DAS) (Behringer and Xue 2004) available online at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/157

gridded/data.godas.html. The time span used in this study is 1980-2005 (late historical pe-158

riod, but 1979 is not available). The horizontal resolution is 1◦ longitude by 1/3◦ latitude, and the159

vertical resolution is 10 m for the depth analyzed in this study.160

Monthly climatologies are calculated by taking the average for each month over the entire161

record. The climatology is then subtracted from the data to obtain the anomalies unless noted162

otherwise. All the analysis methods used in this study are simple regression, correlation, and com-163

positing analyses. When we estimate degrees of freedom in the data for statistical tests, we use a164

formula given by Bretherton et al. (1999) to take autocorrelations into account.165

3. SST-warming time evolutions and the Walker circulation changes166

Figure 2 shows the spatial patterns of the bidecadal-mean SST (deviations from the global mean)167

starting from 2016, 2036, 2056, and 2076 expressed with respect to the decadal-mean starting from168
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2006. Even in the first bidecade, a hint of difference in the zonal SST gradient is already apparent,169

especially between the M and Had models. Then, after half a century, the three models start170

to show their distinct spatial structures. The last bidecadal patterns are essentially the same as171

those introduced in Fig. 1. This temporal evolution confirms that the trend patterns shown in the172

introduction section are due to a gradual process during this century.173

Next, we investigate the trends of the Walker circulation. Figure 3 (a) shows the equatorial174

meridional-mean trends of zonal wind and vertical motion during the late historical period. During175

the historical period, both observations and the M model exhibit a strengthening of the Walker176

circulation. As in the SST trends, however, these trends could be dominated by multi-decadal177

natural variability, so we cannot use this result to demonstrate that the M model is more reasonable178

than the others. Nevertheless, this correspondence of the signs of these variables motivates us to179

hypothesize that some portion of these trends might be explained as a response to warming.180

Figure 3 (b) shows the same plots as in (a) but for the 21st-Century global warming projections181

in the three models of interest. The Walker circulation weakens as the SST experiences El Niño-182

like warming in the Had model, as many previous articles have suggested (e.g., Tokinaga et al.183

2012b). By contrast, in the M model, the Walker circulation strengthens as the SST experiences184

La Niña-like warming. The G model exhibits a weaker signal, particularly in vertical motion,185

which is consistent with the SST trends without a clear La Nina-like pattern. Though we have no186

reason to assume that the late historical period is explained by the global warming forcing thus187

far, the structural resemblance in the Walker circulation change (in particular, the longitudinal188

correspondence) between the late historical period and the global warming projections by the M189

model increases the interest in investigating the La Niña-like trend further.190

One might wonder how to reconcile the strengthening Walker circulation in the M model with191

the robust conclusion from the energy and water balances that the atmospheric circulation should192
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weaken under global warming (Held and Soden 2006). It is important, however, to remember193

that this explanation only constrains the global mean change. The scatter plots in Fig. 4 (a)194

show the relationship between the annual-mean temperature change and the precipitation increase195

under RCP 8.5 expressed with respect to the mean over 2006-2015. Also shown are the least-196

square best fit line of the precipitation increase and the estimated increase of water vapor due to197

the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship (7%/K) assuming that the relative humidity remains constant.198

The explanation given by Held and Soden (2006) is that, to increase precipitation more slowly than199

7%/K, the water vapor increase has to be compensated by weakening atmospheric circulation. In200

the majority of global climate models including the M and Had models, this is true for the global201

mean circulation as shown in Fig. 4 (a). Figure 4 (b) clearly shows that the vertical motion at 500202

hPa in the M model is weakening globally except for the tropical Pacific and a few other places.203

Therefore, the strengthening Walker circulation in the M model does not violate the conclusion204

derived from the global energy and water balances.205

4. Fundamental constraint between the multi-decadal SST variability and the ENSO ampli-206

tude changes imposed by realistic ENSO nonlinearity, and their warming responses207

In this section, we first focus on multi-decadal natural variability of the tropical SST to show208

that, if the nonlinearity of ENSO is realistic, multi-decadal variations of the zonal SST gradient209

are fundamentally tied to the ENSO amplitude variations. The M model reproduces this observed210

constraint remarkably well, but the G and Had models violate this constraint because these two211

models do not reproduce the observed ENSO nonlinearity. We then demonstrate that the La Niña-212

like trend in the M model is a forced response to global warming, which appears to be causally213

related to the weakening ENSO amplitude.214
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a. The role of ENSO nonlinearity in multi-decadal SST natural variability215

Before exploring the warming response further, we take a step back and investigate the relation-216

ship between the zonal SST gradient and the ENSO amplitude in natural variability. Specifically,217

we first analyze an observational dataset and the piControl runs of the models. The upper panels218

of Figs. 5 (a) and (b) show the 11-month running mean SST averaged over the Niño3 region (5◦S-219

5◦N, 150◦W-90◦W; shown as a black box in the lower panel) for two successive 95-yr time spans220

starting from Year 211 and Year 306 in piControl of the M model. The earlier (later) time span is221

chosen to show an example of the era when the ENSO amplitude exhibits a substantial decrease222

(increase). Interestingly, the lower panels of Figs. 5 (a) and (b) show a well-defined La Niña-like223

trend (Years 211-305) and an El Niño-like trend (Years 306-400), respectively.224

Except during large El Niño events, the Niño3 SST shown in Fig 5 remains about 24 ◦C. There-225

fore, at least in the M model, it is more reasonable to assume that the centennial SST trends in226

piControl are just a manifestation of the ENSO amplitude modulations rather than that the mean227

state is modulated by some other factors, such as heat advection from the extratropical regions.228

It is easy enough to understand why the ENSO amplitude variations can rectify the multi-decadal229

SST trends (e.g., Battisti and Hirst 1989; Jin et al. 2003; An et al. 2005; Atwood et al. 2016). For230

example, the upper panels of Fig. 5 show that the SST probability distribution in the M model231

is highly skewed toward “stronger, less frequent El Niño” and “weaker, more frequent La Niña”.232

Therefore, if ENSO becomes inactive and the number of large El Niño events decreases, then the233

mean state is rectified to be La Niña-like, and vice versa. An important implication from Fig. 5 is234

that, to provide a realistic global warming projection of the mean-state SST trends, it is essential235

for models to reproduce both the ENSO nonlinearity and the ENSO amplitude trends, in addition236

to mean-state changes that are independent from the ENSO response to warming.237
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In the real world, it is also widely known that ENSO is not a linear phenomenon. The afore-238

mentioned asymmetry of ENSO is clearly observed during the satellite era. The lower panel of239

Fig. 6 shows that large El Nino events with SST anomalies of 2 ◦C or more happened in 1982/83240

and 1997/98 in this metric. On the other hand, the La Niña anomalies are always about 1 ◦C, but241

are realized more frequently. For an objective measure, skewness of the detrended Niño3 SST242

anomalies is 0.61 for the entire time span shown in Fig. 6 (positive skewness means “stronger,243

less frequent El Niño” and “weaker, more frequent La Niña”). The mechanism to yield this ENSO244

asymmetry is comprehensively discussed by Battisti and Hirst (1989) and An and Jin (2004).245

This nonlinearity motivates us to define two SST indices between which we expect a reasonably246

high correlation. The blue curve in the upper left panel of Fig. 6 shows the 7-year running standard247

deviations (RSTD) of Niño3 SST. This index represents whether the ENSO is active or inactive248

in the given 7-year window. The red curve shows the zonal SST gradient (ZSG) index defined as249

the 7-year running mean of the SST difference calculated in the manner of “Niño3 minus Niño4250

(5◦S-5◦N, 160◦E-150◦W; shown as a black box in the lower panel of Fig. 5a)”. By definition,251

positive (negative) ZSG index represents El Niño-like (La Niña-like) mean state in the given 7-252

year window. Both the RSTD and ZSG indices are expressed in unit of ◦C and the means over the253

entire record are removed beforehand. Because the typical ENSO period is about 3-5 years, we use254

the window length of 7 years so that the window covers at least one full cycle. Nevertheless, even255

if 11-year windows are used, similar results are obtained (not shown). This insensitivity confirms256

that our results are reasonably window-length independent, so we hereafter use the 7-year window257

to yield more statistical degrees of freedom.258

A trivial reason why the two indices should be highly correlated is as follows. If a 7-year259

window contains a large El Niño event, the ENSO is defined “active” and the zonal SST gradient260

tends to be more “El Niño-like” in the 7-year time span, suggesting that both indices are likely261
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to be positive. On the other hand, if a 7-year window does not contain a large El Niño event, the262

ENSO is generally “inactive” and the zonal SST gradient is relatively “La Niña-like”, suggesting263

that both indices tend to be negative. Here, the important effect of the ENSO nonlinearity is that,264

even if the window contains a large La Niña event, the RSTD does not become as large as El265

Niño counterparts. Whenever ENSO is more active than the norm, more El Niño-like phases are266

expected rather than La Niña-like phases.267

As expected, the two indices exhibit a remarkably high correlation of >0.8 without any de-268

tectable lags during the satellite era (Fig 6, top panels). In particular, both indices are higher than269

the norm in the years whose 7-year window includes the large El Niño event in 1997/98. It is also270

evident that the phases of low frequency variability is determined by the occurrence of El Niño271

events rather than La Niña events. This asymmetry appears to be because the amplitude of El Niño272

events tend to vary substantially, but that of La Niña events remains almost constant throughout the273

entire time span. This observed evidence implies that the ENSO nonlinearity plays an important274

role in low-frequency SST variations in the equatorial Pacific. We have also detected statistically275

significant correlations between the two indices using longer records (e.g., correlation = 0.54 for276

1921-2015 in HadISST; significant at the 95% confidence level), but the uncertainty due to sparse277

observations is so large that the two indices before the satellite era is highly dataset dependent.278

b. Preindustrial control runs with/without realistic ENSO nonlinearity279

Next, to further confirm the importance of the ENSO nonlinearity, we use the three models280

introduced in the former sections. Figure 7 shows that the M model exhibits strong nonlinearity281

(skewness = 0.98), whereas the G (skewness = 0.09) and Had (skewness = -0.05) models exhibit282

weaker nonlinearity. Because the G model is different from the M model only by its oceanic283

component, this difference in nonlinearity must originate from the oceanic configurations. The284
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Had model exhibits a negative skewness, suggesting that La Niña events tend to be larger than El285

Niño events at least in this particular run. Preliminary analyses suggest that many other CMIP5286

models also fall into this unrealistic “negative skewness” category (not shown), but we shall focus287

on the Had model in this study.288

If the ENSO nonlinearity is not realistically simulated, the nonlinear rectification effect on the289

mean-state zonal SST gradient should also be unrealistic. In other words, we have an a priori290

reason to expect that the correlations between the RSTD and ZSG indices should be lower in the291

G and Had models than in the M model. The two indices of the three models calculated from292

the piControl runs verify this expectation (Fig. 8). The time series simulated by the M model293

over five centuries clearly shows that the ENSO amplitude and the mean-state zonal SST gradient294

are tightly interconnected (correlation = 0.8-0.9), whereas those in the G model only exhibit a295

moderate correlation (correlation = 0.4-0.5). The correlation in the Had model is even lower296

(correlation = 0.1-0.2), and during some time spans (e.g., Years 150-180), the two indices are297

anti-correlated. This may be a manifestation of negative skewness, which is particularly evident298

in those periods (Fig. 7, bottom).299

The lag correlation property of the M model suggests that the ENSO amplitude leads the mean-300

state zonal SST gradient by about 10 months. Even if we divide the 500-year time series into301

centuries and calculate the correlations separately, this lag correlation robustly appears in all 5302

centuries (not shown). This slight lead-lag relationship is consistent with the idea that the ENSO303

variations cause the mean-state SST modulation within a nonzero time lag, but based on the short304

record of observations, it is hard to determine whether this modeled lag is realistic. Nevertheless,305

the evidence that the mean state is lagging, rather than leading, support the notion that the ENSO306

amplitude does not simply respond to mean-state changes caused by other factors. This notion307

is consistent with a recent finding by Atwood et al. (2016), who showed using a different GFDL308
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model, GFDL CM2.1, that the mean-state natural variability is an effect, rather than a cause, of309

the ENSO amplitude variability. The causality between the mean state and the ENSO amplitude310

will be further discussed in the next section.311

c. Forced ENSO weakening and the La Niña-like response to global warming in the M model312

In the former subsections, we have shown that large centennial variations of the zonal SST gra-313

dient could result from natural variability of ENSO amplitude variations. Though some strong La314

Niña-like trends are realized in the piControl run, this large natural variability does not necessar-315

ily mean that the La Niña-like trend under warming experiments in the M model should be also316

regarded as pure natural variability.317

The upper panels of Fig. 9 show the strength of anthropogenic forcing for the historical318

(Year 1860-2005), RCP 8.5 (Year 2006-2100), and Abrupt4xCO2 runs (Year 101-300 only). For319

Abrupt4xCO2, only after Year100 is shown because it takes several decades before the system320

reaches its quasi-equilibrium. For the former two experiments, the forcing exhibits a monotonic321

increase, and in particular, the forcing experiences a more rapid increase after the beginning of the322

satellite era. Then, the forcing becomes stronger following the RCP 8.5 scenario to reach a level323

comparable to the quadrupling of CO2 at the end of this century.324

The lower panels of Fig. 9 show the same indices as in the piControl runs but for the runs325

under the anthropogenic forcing described in the last paragraph. Here the indices are expressed326

relative to the means over piControl. During most of the historical period, natural variability of327

both indices is as large as in the piControl run. After the beginning of the satellite era, however,328

the two indices gradually start to decrease to reach the level of the quadrupled-CO2 run, in which329

ENSO amplitude and its decadal variations are substantially weakened. In accordance with this330

weakened amplitude, the mean-state zonal SST gradient in the warmer climate remains La Niña-331
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like at least for at least two centuries. By comparing the piControl run (Fig. 8, top) and the332

Abrupt4xCO2 run (Fig. 9, bottom right) in the M model, it is virtually certain that the weakening333

ENSO and the La Niña-like shift in the M model are forced responses to global warming, rather334

than a manifestation of natural variability. The historical and RCP 8.5 runs smoothly connect the335

two regimes, exhibiting a clear transition toward a warmer climate.336

Furthermore, to statistically verify that the ENSO weakening is a forced response, we have337

calculated the 3-year RSTD of the Niño3 SST in the M model, and this time series exhibits a338

significant decrease of the ENSO amplitude at the 95% confidence level (not shown). To show that339

this amplitude decrease is unlikely to be a result of natural variability, we have then performed the340

same analysis using the first 2000 years of the 4,000 year-long pre-industrial control run of GFDL341

CM2.1. Specifically, we have calculated the significance of the amplitude trends for every possible342

time span with length of 95 years (i.e., Year 2-96, 3-97, ..., and 1904-1999, starting from Year 2343

because we calculate 3-year RSTD). Surprisingly, out of the two millennia, only 8 time spans that344

can be sorted into 3 eras, i.e., Era #1 (95-year time spans starting from Year 125, 126, 127, and345

128), Era #2 (starting from Year 297, 298, 299), and and Era #3 (starting from Year 1716) have346

experienced significant amplitude decrease at the 95% confidence level. In addition, none of them347

has shown a steeper trend than the RCP 8.5 run of the M model. Though the source of the ENSO348

nonlinearity in GFDL CM2.1 appears to be different from that of the M model (Atwood et al.349

2016), GFDL CM2.1 is similar to the M model in many respects (Dunne et al. 2012) including350

the nonlinear rectification effect and the strengthening Walker circulation in response to warming351

(Tanaka et al. 2005). These statistical analyses also strongly suggest that the ENSO response in352

the M model is forced.353

An important conclusion derived from this subsection is, to the best of our knowledge, it is354

very likely that the significant ENSO weakening and the La Niña-like mean-state response in the355
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M model is a forced response to global warming, rather than centennial natural variability. In356

addition, by analyzing the historical run of the M model, the case has been made that the forced357

response could have been detectable since the late 20th Century. Then, our next question would358

be whether the real world behaves like the M model or the other models, but this question is359

much harder (perhaps impossible) to address. Nevertheless, our analysis suggest that the forced360

La Niña-like response in the M model appears to be tied to the nonlinearity of ENSO, and that361

the nonlinearity in the M model is more realistic than those in some other CMIP5 models. In362

particular, the contrast between the M and G models undoubtedly sheds new light on the role of363

upper oceanic properties, particularly the ENSO nonlinearity, in determining the mean-state SST364

response to global warming.365

As long as a model simulates realistic ENSO nonlinearity and weakening ENSO amplitude,366

the aforementioned La Niña-like forcing mechanism at least competes with the other mechanisms367

that favor El Niño-like warming. Based on the large ENSO amplitude and the strong ENSO368

nonlinearity of the M model, we could argue that the M model is an exception among the state-369

of-the-art GCMs due to the strong nonlinear rectification effect. Though the evidence discussed in370

this study are not enough to conclude that the M model simulates the zonal SST gradient response371

more realistically, it lends confidence to the notion that the La Niña-like warming scenario may be372

as reasonable as the El Niño-like warming scenario, since consistent physical mechanisms can be373

outlined. Considering the fact that previous studies have not reached consensus on how the ENSO374

amplitude will change under global warming (e.g., Collins et al. 2010), a La Niña-like mean-state375

response to warming remains a plausible outcome.376
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5. Discussion on hypothetical physical mechanisms to yield the inter-model differences377

In the previous section, we have mainly discussed the role of the ENSO nonlinearity and the378

amplitude response in constraining the mean-state response to global warming. The “nonlinear379

rectification effect” of natural ENSO variability on the mean state was comprehensively discussed380

by Battisti and Hirst (1989), Jin et al. (2003), and An et al. (2005), for instance. Atwood et al.381

(2016) recently showed using GFDL CM2.1 that the mean-state SST decadal variability appears382

to be just a manifestation of the ENSO amplitude variability. Therefore, as in the M model,383

if a model simulates realistic ENSO nonlinearity, and if ENSO is forced to weaken by global384

warming, then the nonlinear rectification effect causes a suppression of mean-state warming in the385

eastern equatorial Pacific, yielding a La Niña-like trend. We refer to this process as “Nonlinear386

ENSO Warming Suppression (NEWS)” (Fig. 10, red solid arrows), and have discussed further in387

Kohyama and Hartmann (2017).388

On the other hand, many other studies suggest that the mean-state response is the cause, rather389

than the effect, of the ENSO amplitude changes. For example, by sorting the CMIP5 models into390

“El Niño-like” and ”La-Niña-like” categories, Zheng et al. (2016) concluded that, “in models391

with an enhanced mean warming in the eastern equatorial Pacific, the barrier to deep convection392

is reduced, and the intensified rainfall anomalies of ENSO amplify the wind response and hence393

SST variability” and vice versa. Some other mechanisms are also discussed in Collins et al. (2010)394

Therefore, if a certain mechanism favors the La Niña-like mean state, this mechanism can cause395

the weakening ENSO amplitude. To contrast this mechanism with NEWS, we refer to this process396

as “ENSO Responds to Mean State (ERMS)” (Fig. 10, blue dashed arrows). In addition to NEWS397

and ERMS, we could also outline a third possibility where the La Niña-like mean state warming398

and the weakening ENSO amplitude are independently forced by global warming. We refer to this399
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third process as “ENSO Independent of Mean State (EIMS)” (Fig. 10, green dotted arrows). We400

believe, however, EIMS is less likely to be a dominant process, considering the remarkably high401

correlation between the RSTD and ZSG indices.402

The three possible causal processes (i.e., NEWS, ERMS, and EIMS) and some examples of403

physical mechanisms are summarized in Fig. 10 as a potential mechanism to explain the La404

Niña-like trend in the M model. These mechanisms involve the direction of causality between405

the zonal SST gradient, ENSO amplitude, and greenhouse gas warming. Though it is not clear406

which process in Fig. 10 is the most important one, we have good evidence to assume that some407

important oceanic mechanisms must control the zonal SST gradient response to warming, because408

the M and G models are different only in their oceanic components. In this section, we list some409

potentially important mechanisms for simulating the La Niña-like warming pattern in the M model410

by comparing it to the G model.411

a. Potential roles of the climatological thermal stratification and its warming response412

One of the major climatological differences in the equatorial Pacific between the M and G mod-413

els is thermal stratification. Here, thermal stratification is defined as the temperature difference414

between adjacent depth levels (dT ) divided by the vertical distance between them (dz). Figure415

11 (a) shows the climatological thermal stratification over the equatorial Pacific for observations416

and the two GFDL models during the late historical period. The upper ocean stratification of the417

M model (and the real world) is generally stronger in the 40-100 m layer in the equatorial Pacific418

than that of the G model, which means that the mean and variance of vertical heat advection across419

the subsurface tend to be larger in the M model. In particular, this larger variance of advection is420

generally associated with the larger ENSO amplitude, which might also indirectly influence the421

magnitude of the nonlinear rectification effect on the mean-state trends (see Figs. 7 and 8).422
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In addition, Fig. 11 (a) implies that the mixed layers in the M model and the real world are423

shallower than that in the G model. If the mixed layer is shallower, the surface heat flux and the424

Sverdrup transport can more easily recharge the heat into the mixed layer and collapse the clima-425

tological thermocline drastically enough for the anomalies to deviate from the range of “linear”426

perturbations. This deviation from the linear regime is essential to yield the ENSO asymmetry427

and large El Niño events (An and Jin 2004). Therefore, the difference in mixed layer depth is428

consistent with the evidence that the ENSO nonlinearity is more realistically simulated by the M429

model than the G model.430

The explanations in the previous paragraphs support the NEWS process as a possible cause to431

simulate the La Niña-like response. On the other hand, the evidence that the M model is more432

stratified means that the mean equatorial upwelling cools the surface more efficiently. At least in a433

shorter time scale than a couple of decades, the efficient climatological upwelling would favor the434

La Niña-like mean-state response due to the Ocean Dynamical Thermostat (Clement et al. 1996).435

Though it is not clear whether this mechanism continues to operate in a longer time scale, the436

difference in the equatorial thermal stratification is at least consistent with the ERMS process as437

well.438

In Fig. 11 (b), we also show the warming response of the regionally-averaged (5◦S-5◦N, 170◦W-439

100◦W) equatorial thermal stratification at the 50 m depth (i.e., the typical observed mixed layer440

depth on the equatorial Pacific). As the climate warms, the climatological stratification consis-441

tently strengthens in both models, so one might suspect that no important difference is evident in442

the warming response. The stronger climatological thermal stratification of the M model, however,443

also has an implication for this warming response. If the equatorial upwelling becomes more effi-444

cient than a certain threshold value, the thermocline will be so stabilized that it becomes less likely445

for the climatological thermocline to collapse. The system, then, no longer yields a large El Niño446
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event, causes the ENSO nonlinearity to dissipate, and weakens the ENSO amplitude. In Kohyama447

and Hartmann (2017), we have shown that this mechanism can be simulated by an idealized model448

with nonlinear ENSO. Assuming that this mechanism is realistic, we could speculate based on the449

left panel of Fig. 11 (b) that the thermal stratification in the M model appears to “saturate” after450

about 2070 under RCP 8.5, which causes large El Niño events to die out. Hence, the warming451

response could also be essential for the inter-model difference in the capability of simulating the452

NEWS process, and therefore, the La Niña-like mean-state response.453

We could speculate that the ultimate cause of the aforementioned difference in upper ocean454

properties might be related to the difference of equatorial vertical diffusivities. The equatorial dif-455

fusivities in the G model below the surface boundary layer are generally small, partly because the456

interior background values in the G model are parameterized near the equator based on a presumed457

f-dependence for near-inertial wave-wave interactions (Harrison and Hallberg 2008). As the first458

step, the influence of vertical diffusivity on the mean-state warming response could be tested by459

analyzing model runs with different background diffusivity values. Nevertheless, the difference460

of total diffusivity also depends upon the shear mixing scheme, the boundary layer model, the461

vertical resolution, and the mixing due to truncation errors, so further comprehensive analyses and462

model runs are needed to determine the root cause of the overall inter-model difference.463

b. Potential mechanism related to the strength of polar amplification464

From a more global perspective, we could argue that the strength of polar amplification of global465

warming may support the ERMS process. Figure 12 (a) shows the difference map of the trends466

of SST (deviations from the global mean) between the M and G models. This map shows that467

the polar amplification of global warming is weaker in the M model, especially in the eastern468

Pacific basin. We obtain a similar result between the M and Had models as well (not shown).469
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Therefore, we could hypothesize that the advection of this cooler water might contribute to the470

cooler equatorial upwelling, because the outcrops of climatological isopycnal surfaces from which471

the upwelling water originates are generally observed at higher latitudes (Fig 12, b).472

Figure 12 (c) shows the difference of the temperature warming response between the two models,473

juxtaposed with the climatological isopycnal surfaces in the M model. The temperature anomalies474

reasonably match the climatological isopycnal surfaces, which suggests that the potential tem-475

perature anomalies are following the Lagrangian transport of sea water. In particular, the cold476

anomalies of the Northeast Pacific clearly extend to the eastern equatorial Pacific later this cen-477

tury. With the help of the Ocean Dynamical Thermostat mechanism, this extratropical oceanic478

teleconnection can cause the La Niña-like trend in this model, and in turn, the weakening ENSO479

based on the ERMS process. Actually, despite the problem of the Ocean Dynamical Thermostat480

mentioned in the introduction section, Seager and Murtugudde (1997) validated the dynamical481

damping mechanism in eastern equatorial Pacific in an oceanic GCM experiment even in the pres-482

ence of mid-latitude ocean warming. One possibility to explain their result might be that, if the483

polar amplification is weak enough, then the Ocean Dynamical Thermostat might remain valid for484

a longer time scale than the majority of the CMIP5 models suggest.485

Nevertheless, a caveat of this mechanism is that some earlier studies suggest that a large portion486

of the water in the undercurrent comes from the Southern Hemisphere subtropics (Tsuchiya et al.487

1989; Rodgers et al. 2003; Goodman et al. 2005). The anomalies could also be associated with488

the inter-model difference of heaving, rather than mass transport. Further investigations and some489

model experiments are needed to verify this hypothesis.490
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6. Summary and concluding remarks491

We have shown that GFDL-ESM2M (M model) is an interesting outlier in the CMIP5 models,492

because it exhibits a La Niña-like response to global warming in the equatorial Pacific. GFDL-493

ESM2G (G model), which differs from the M model only in the oceanic components, does not494

yield well-defined La Niña-like warming. Using this difference, we have explored the potential495

oceanic roles that may be important for the difference in the trends of the zonal SST gradient in the496

equatorial Pacific. We have also compared the M model with HadGEM2-CC (Had model), which497

exhibits a typical El Niño-like trend that resembles the multi-model mean response to warming.498

First of all, in section 3, we have clarified that the La Niña-like warming in the M model is a499

gradual process that takes almost a full century to reach the mature phase. Then, we have shown500

that the Walker circulation change associated with the La Niña-like response in the M model has501

the same sign as the observed change during the late historical period, and the spatial structure502

of the circulation becomes more similar under RCP 8.5 to what we have observed thus far, which503

is opposite to what the Had model (and the multi-model mean) project. We are interested in504

investigating whether the recent strengthening Walker circulation could be partly forced by global505

warming, but the short record of the late historical period by itself cannot be used to answer506

this question. Therefore, in the following section, we have further investigated the piControl and507

Abrupt4xCO2 runs, as well as the historical and RCP 8.5 runs, to show that the La Niña-like508

response in the M model is, actually, very likely to be forced.509

In section 4, we have first shown that, given the realistic ENSO nonlinearity, the centennial510

natural variability must be fundamentally constrained by the ENSO amplitude variability. In both511

observations and the M model, the probability distribution of ENSO is generally skewed toward512

“stronger, less frequent El Niño” and “weaker, more frequent La Niña”. Therefore, a time span513
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with active ENSO should trivially correspond to a time span with a El Niño-like mean state, and514

vice versa, as long as the ENSO nonlinearity is realistically simulated. The G and Had models515

violate this relationship, however, because the ENSO nonlinearity in these models are not realistic.516

An important conclusion from this section is that, to project a mean-state SST trend realistically,517

it is necessary for models to reproduce the following three properties: the ENSO nonlinearity,518

the ENSO amplitude variability, and the mean-state changes that are independent from the ENSO519

response to warming.520

At least in the M model, by comparing the piControl and Abrupt4xCO2 runs, we can argue521

with very high confidence that the weakening ENSO amplitude and the La Niña-like mean-state522

response are forced by global warming (see Figs. 8 and 9). Interestingly, the historical and RCP523

8.5 runs suggest that the forced response could have become detectable as early as the late 20th524

Century. Of course, it is hard to determine whether this response is more realistic than those in the525

other CMIP5 models. Nevertheless, by using the M model, i.e., a state-of-the-art model with more526

realistic ENSO nonlinearity than some other models, we have made a case that the La Niña-like527

response to global warming could be a plausible outcome, or at least, that this La Niña-like forcing528

mechanism could compete with the other mechanisms that favors an El Niño-like warming. To the529

best of our knowledge, these conclusions have not been obtained by previous studies, because the530

results in those studies are often based on the multi-model means of the CMIP5 models, most of531

which do not realistically simulate the ENSO nonlinearity.532

In section 5, we have first argued that three possible causal processes among greenhouse forcing,533

ENSO amplitude, and the mean-state zonal SST gradient, can be outlined to explain the La Niña-534

like response in the M model (Fig. 10). The first one is the Nonlinear ENSO Warming Suppression535

(NEWS) process, where the greenhouse forcing weakens the ENSO amplitude, which in turn cause536

the mean state to be La Niña-like (see also Kohyama and Hartmann 2017). The second one is the537
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ENSO Responds to Mean State (ERMS) process, where the greenhouse forcing changes the mean538

state first, causing the ENSO amplitude change. The third one is the ENSO Independent of Mean539

State (EIMS) process, where the ENSO amplitude and the mean state are independently forced by540

greenhouse warming. Considering the reasonably high correlation between the ENSO amplitude541

and the mean-state zonal SST gradient, however, the EIMS might be the least important process542

of the three.543

Then, comparing the two GFDL models whose difference is only the oceanic components, we544

have discussed some potential physical mechanisms that can simulate the NEWS and ERMS pro-545

cesses in the M model. The most important difference appears to be the upper ocean thermal546

stratification. The stronger thermal stratification and the shallower mixed layer depth of the M547

model, both of which are more realistic than those of the G model at least in the historical pe-548

riod, might be the key to explain the realistic nonlinearity in the M model. Because the equatorial549

properties related to vertical diffusivities are known to be reasonably different in these models, it550

may be interesting to design some experiments to check the sensitivity of the ENSO nonlinearity551

to the background diffusivity. To understand the nature of the ENSO nonlinearity is important to552

evaluate the possibility of the NEWS process. From a more global perspective, on the other hand,553

the weaker polar amplification in the M model might be related to the origin of the anomalously554

cold equatorial upwelling water. This oceanic teleconnection mechanism is a possible mechanism555

to realize the ERMS process.556

One important caveat of this study is that, to focus on the oceanic difference between the M and557

G model, we have only used three models to do the analyses for this study. Therefore, we have not558

discussed any potentially important difference in the atmospheric components of the models. To559

simulate the La Niña-like trend, however, it is virtually certain that the role of the atmosphere is560

as important as the role of the ocean. For instance, the strength of atmospheric damping feedback561
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(i.e., SST in a warmer climate yields stronger atmospheric damping, such as latent heat release and562

radiation, which leads to smaller SST variance) could have an important influence on the trends of563

the ENSO amplitude. In addition, the M model is not the only one model reproducing a realistic564

ENSO skewness (Sun et al. 2016), though it is close to the best. In particular, we have shown565

in Fig. 8 of Kohyama and Hartmann (2017) that the MIROC5 model exhibits the most realistic566

ENSO skewness among 32 CMIP5 models, and puzzlingly, that this model exhibits a strong El567

Niño-like mean-state warming (see also Huang and Ying 2015). Close investigations of MIROC5568

might help us understand the necessary conditions of a La Niña-like mean-state warming further,569

though we believe it is beyond the scope of this particular study.570

Some recent studies also suggest a possible relationship between the simulated historical mean-571

state SST and the projected mean-state SST changes (Huang and Ying 2015; Li et al. 2016; Ying572

and Huang 2016), particularly a linkage between the climatological SST bias and the La NIña-like573

mean-state warming. For instance, Huang and Ying (2015) showed by a multi-model statistical574

analysis that a warm bias of climatological SST in the southeastern Pacific is significantly corre-575

lated with a relatively slow warming in the southeastern Pacific, yielding a La Niña-like warming576

pattern. The M model exhibits the typical bias pattern found in many GCMs (Zheng et al. 2011),577

especially the warm bias in the southeastern Pacific and the excessive cold tongue in the western578

and central Pacific, to which the La Niña-like warming in this model may be attributable. This579

notion also appears to be consistent with the evidence that the M model exhibits more prominent580

warm bias in the southeastern Pacific than the G model, though the argument remains speculative581

without further analyses, comparison, and their physical interpretations.582

The La Niña-like response and strengthened Walker circulation in the M model could also be583

contributed to by some other mechanisms that involve regions outside of the Pacific Basin. For584

instance, some recent studies have suggested that the excessive warming in the tropical Indian and585
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Atlantic Ocean relative to the tropical Pacific Ocean may enhance the Pacific trade winds in recent586

decades (Luo et al. 2012; McGregor et al. 2014; Zhang and Karnauskas 2016). In fact, considering587

that the inter-basin warming contrast is more prominent in the M model than the G model (Fig.588

12a), this contrast could potentially play a role to explain the difference in the Pacific response.589

Nevertheless, the response of atmospheric vertical motion to global warming (Fig. 3b) does not590

suggest any major differences over the tropical Atlantic between the two GFDL models, whereas591

McGregor et al. (2014) showed using a different model that a strong signal over the Atlantic is592

required for the mechanism to operate. This evidence does not support the notion that the Atlantic-593

Pacific contrast is a major contributor to the model difference, at the very least, between the two594

GFDL models. On the other hand, in Fig. 3(b), some discrepancies in the response of the tropical595

Indian Ocean between the two models are detectable, so the Indian-Pacific contrast could be of596

more importance. More comprehensive analyses using other models are required to estimate the597

importance of this mechanism in the real world relative to the hypotheses proposed in this study.598

Preliminary analyses suggest that many other CMIP5 models do not reproduce realistic ENSO599

nonlinearity, and therefore, do not exhibit the fundamental relationship between the zonal SST600

gradient and the ENSO amplitude as observed in the real world. It is true that the vast majority601

of the CMIP5 models and the multi-model mean exhibit El Niño-like response to global warming,602

but the range of spatial patterns they produce is not consistent. Hence, we do not have a lot of603

faith in the multi-model mean pattern of the mean-state SST warming. Considering that it is a604

challenging scientific problem and is important for society, further studies on the possibility of a605

La Niña-like response are needed.606
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FIG. 1. (a): Observed sea surface temperature (SST) trends computed relative to the tropical Pacific mean

trends (30◦S-30◦N, 90◦E-60◦W; black box) in two different datasets. Blue colors denote a warming slower than

the tropical Pacific mean, not a cooling. Unit is ◦C/100years. (b): As in (a), but for the late historical period.

Observations are from the ERA-Interim dataset, and the model output are from the historical runs of GFDL-

ESM2M, GFDL-ESM2G, and HadGEM2-CC. Unit is ◦C/27years. (c): As in (a), but for GFDL-ESM2M in

the RCP 6.0, RCP 8.5, and 1pctCO2 experiments (c-1) and GFDL-ESM2G and HadGEM2-CC under RCP 8.5
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under the preindustrial control (piControl) run. Years 211-305 are shown. Monthly climatology is not subtracted,
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and 4 regions are shown by the black boxes. (b): As in (a), but for Years 306-400.
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SST for the three runs. 7-year running mean is applied. Means over the entire time span are removed. Upper
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lags mean the Niño3 RSTD is lagging (leading) the ZSG index. Bottom: Observed detrended Niño3 SST

anomalies. 11-month running mean is applied. Skewness calculated over the entire period are shown at the

bottom right.
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FIG. 7. As in the bottom panel in Fig. 6, but for the piControl runs of the three models. Note that the length

of the time span for HadGEM2-CC is different from the two GFDL models. Skewness calculated over the entire

period are shown at the top right.
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FIG. 8. As in the top panels in Fig. 6, but for the piControl runs of the three models. Note that the length of

the time span for HadGEM2-CC is different from the two GFDL models.
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FIG. 9. Top: Strength of Anthropogenic forcing for the historical, RCP 8.5, and abrupt quadrupling carbon

dioxide (Abrupt4xCO2) runs. For Abrupt4xCO2, only after Year100 is shown because it takes several decades

before the system reaches its quasi-equilibrium. The equilibrated value of the anthropogenic forcing in the

Abrupt4xCO2 run (6.72 W/m2) is estimated by Andrews et al. (2012). Bottom: As in the top panel of Fig. 8,

but for the experiments shown in the top panels. The indices are expressed relative to the means over the entire

time span of piControl shown in Fig. 8. The dashed line shows the least square best fit line calculated from

1979-2100.
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Nonlinear ENSO Warming Suppression (NEWS) process
(Further discussed in Kohyama and Hartmann, 2017)

ENSO Independent of Mean State (EIMS) process

ENSO Responds to Mean State (ERMS) process

- Fewer extreme El Niño events
   (Nonlinear rectification effect,
       e.g., Jin et al., 2003)

La Niña-like
mean-state
 warming

- Increased barrier to deep 
convection reduces 
rainfall anomalies of 
ENSO, which weakens 
the wind response  
(Zheng et al., 2016)

- Even on long time scales, if the 
polar amplification is weak enough, 
the equatorial upwelling water may 
remain cold enough to steepen the 
zonal SST gradient

- On short time scales, strong thermal 
stratification enhances the efficiency 
of mean equatorial upwelling, 
allowing the Ocean Dynamical 
Thermostat (Clement et al., 1996) to 
keep operating for a while

Greenhouse
Forcing

Weakening
ENSO amplitude

- Atmospheric damping feedback 
(not confirmed in this study)

- Strengthened thermal stratification 
causes the climatological thermocline 
structure to be more stable and 
insensitive to the westerly anomalies. 
This stabilization effect keeps the 
perturbations linear, and the 
climatological thermocline becomes 
harder to flatten and to yield a large 
El Niño event nonlinearly

FIG. 10. Three possible causal processes among greenhouse forcing, the ENSO amplitude change, and the

La Niña-like mean-state response in GFDL-ESM2M. Also shown are examples of physical mechanisms that are

potentially important.
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FIG. 11. (a): Climatological meridional-mean thermal stratification (dT/dz) over 5◦S-5◦N in late historical

period (1980-2005) for observations and the two GFDL models. Unit is ◦C/m. Contour intervals are 0.005 ◦C/m

below 0.05 ◦C/m (solid curves), and 0.02 ◦C/m above 0.05 ◦C/m (dashed curves). (b): Regional mean thermal

stratification averaged over 5◦S-5◦N, 170◦W-100◦W at the 50 m depth under the RCP 8.5 scenario. 3-year

(8-year) running mean is applied for the blue (red) curve.
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FIG. 12. (a): Difference of the SST (deviations from the global mean) trends between the two GFDL models

under RCP 8.5. Unit is ◦C/100years. The region surrounded by the black curve is where the zonal means shown

in (b) and (c) are calculated for. (b): Contours, Climatological zonal-mean potential density under RCP 8.5

(2006-2100) for GFDL-ESM2M over the eastern Pacific region shown in (a). Unit in kg/m3, but 1000 kg/m3

is subtracted following the conventional notation. Contour interval is 0.2 kg/m3, and the bold contour shows

the 26-kg/m3 isopycnal surface. Arrows: Same as contours, but the meridional and vertical mass transport

are qualitatively shown. The vertical component is stretched by a factor of 5 for the purpose of visualization.

(c): Contours, As in (b), but for bidecadal mean potential density starting from 2016, 2036, 2056, and 2076.

Shadings: Same as contours, but the warming response of potential temperature computed relative to GFDL-

ESM2G. The warming response is computed as the bidecadal means relative to the decadal mean potential

temperature starting from 2006. Unit is ◦C. Note that the contours show the climatology of GFDL-ESM2M, but

the shadings show the inter-model difference of the warming response.
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